
North of England Amateur Championship

The Alwoodley Golf Club

29th September - 1st October 2020

Additional Local Rules and Information

1. CADDIES

Rule 10.3 Caddies are NOT allowed.

2. OUT OF BOUNDS

a. The clubhouse, the terrace, the planted border and the 

steps leading up to it.
b. The Professional's Shop, the veranda and the steps 

leading up to it.

c. On or over the flagstone area adjacent to the first tee

d. Whilst playing the 2nd hole, beyond the fence 

immediately behind the green.
e. Whilst playing the 17th hole, on or beyond the road and 

adjacent grass verges between the fences.

3. PENALTY AREAS AT 15th & 16th HOLES  - Model Local 

Rule E1.1

Take relief under Rule 17.1, or as an additional option, a 

ball may be dropped under penalty of one stroke in the 

designated dropping zone to the right of the 16th back 

white tee.

4. FLAGSTICKS

If any part of the ball is in the hole below the surface of 

the putting green, and the ball is not embedded in the side 

of the hole, the ball is treated as holed whether or not any 

part of the ball touches the flagstick.

5. BUNKERS

When a player's ball lies in a bunker  the player may take 

free relief ONCE by placing the original ball or another ball 

in, and playing it from, this relief area: Reference point: 

Spot of original ball;  Size of relief area measured from 

reference point: 6 inches from the reference point, but 

with these limits: must not be nearer the hole than the 

reference point and must be in the bunker. In proceeding 

under this local rule the player must choose a spot to 

place the ball and use the procedures for replacing a ball 

under Rules 14.2b(2) and 14.2e. The player may not 

smooth the area before placing the ball, and should 

smooth the area after playing the ball. The ball may be 

cleaned whilst taking relief under this local rule. See Rule 

14.1c.

6. PRACTICE PUTTING GREEN

The practice putting green is designated 'a wrong green' 

and relief must be taken under Rule 13.1f

Ready Golf

Play when ready and safe.

First on tee can play first.

Tee to green play when ready and safe to do so.

Putting Green continuous putting if possible.

For an emergency or ruling ring 07970 181077


